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PRELIMINARIES.
All musical sounds are exprefsed by certain characters, called notes, which are named

from the first seven letters of the alphabet; A, B, C, D, E, F, G.

A Stave i=" ~: ^ contains five lines, and four spaces : the lowest line is called the first.

The notes are placed on the lines, or spaces; above, or under the stave; and tne

additional, called Libger lines ,
,

> \J\p=~ are for the higher and lower notes.

CLEFS.
In order to determine the pitch of musical notes, certain signs, called clefs or

cliffs have been invented, which are set at the beginning- of the staves.

There are five in general use.

The Bafs clef, on the 4\h line P§^~The Tenor clef on the 4*.
h line

The Counter-tenor clef onthe 3? liner

St

The Soprano clef on the I
s

.
4 line

And the Treble clef on the 2? line —
/ft

—

~

The Treble and Bafs clefs are chiefly used for the Piano Forte.

=M

Treble

Bafs

The Scale, or Gamut-,

shewing the position, and name of the notes.

gabcdef g, , ~

fgab cdef gab c de f

toJpftfftf

^£-£frt&e igabcdef i

"b~c d e f g
I

Let the Pupil now strike the notes on the instrument; taking notice, that the first

long key, on the left hand, serves for the first F; the second long key for G; the third
for A$_and so on: making no other use, at present, of the short ke^s, than as guides
to direct the eye; by observing, that between B and €, and between E and F, there are

(

no short' keys; which places in the scale are distinguished thus w'.

dementi's Ti.-tV'od



2 Remark on the foregoing Scale.
\.:. The first eight notes in the treble- stave from G to G,are the same as

fh<> corresponding kight notes, perpendicularly under them in the bafs - stave
,

both in name and sound; they are played, therefore, on the same keys.
• As a help to memory; let the Pupil contemplate the notes, s ep ara T ely , on the

lines, and spaces ; beginning by the five lines.

Bafs £w
jG B C K G

-^TTjtn
Treble

c E
E G B D F A ^ g
i j J r r i r v- »

-

^ Bafs

^=B =S=m i "-er-

Treble F A C E ?
B 1?T

f^^ I £
?rf-f^

Exercise for treole notes:

gjprjjJj^U^^m̂m£jff£ rrj^KI ii 1*??*—Jsr ^

^U+Cfrrfop£

Exercise for bafs notes

4^. -»r 1^frrj'rr'iiifr^j^^ sagiswppp^±±

N.B. Let the Pupil first be familiarized with the notes, by readily naming

them,* and then find them out as readily on the instrument.

Intervals:

An interval, is the distance, or difference between two sounds in point ol gravi

_ ty or acuteness.
The least of our intervals is called a semitone, or half-tone: it is the interval

in the natural scale,between E and F; and between B and C. Ex; :\*;
ft

£e£e\^
K F B C

The regular progrefsion of the other notes in the na tural , which is also called

diatonic scale, is by an interval of two semitones or a whole tone.

Example of the Natural or"DuTONiC scale.

hole ,
-ŵ k:

tone ^
t/-

::to«e-
_ ^le^^^ir^^hnle * vylujfe f whole f

'^ml - ~fc-l«—
^ffgpjptuiTg [ tem£=] to^ne I—t<>n^—-4^-

The interval between C and D, between D and E , or between any two contiguous

•notes,in the sc-ile, is called a second: the interval between C and E, or between

T) and F, &c: is called a third; and so on,

•*-

NATURAL; fro,., thi- VAclLtTV with which it is suns; :nd r>IATONIC,as it proceeds .chiffly by TONES.
iti« fsiti

i



BHa!!S!5!3=!d

Example of IN T E RVA L S

3?= -*$=£

£ r
^f1 BJC

The interval of ail 81? is commonly called an octave.
f

N.B. The nature, and name of the in tervals remain the same, whether the -single

j notes he played successive UY,or whether two, or more, he struck together: the form ,

, ^ er is properly called Me LODir; and the latter, Har mo ny.
, \

\

Example 'of the latter
~
P I j J gf—1|^

The notes thus taken Together are also called chords," ~if 3t "ijt m -*-"

the succefsion ofwhich, played from certain figures set over ahass, according- to a

system of rules', is denominated Thorough -Bass.

The notes
written thus:

are played as if

written thus:

when written thus

are played thus:

when written thus.-

Tenor, Counter-tenor, and Soprano clefs explained

Tenor

i

I !
T i

f g abed e f ff e f <j b
^^E

g ah

^^ 3

E

L b C " - -m ±-m.» Rao
Tr-r.f* ^f f f r r f r I

'' }

Counted- tenor m
d.efgabcde

p r r i r r r
f^

I e f £ e c f a >b d

J f J K
d 4j d b g.c d e * S * » ^ « 3. -. • i "-^w. » & ^

Soprano

are played thus

J 1

"
1 ' c d e f g a b c

j-flTrenle /
, t

- #

prffr 'T J

'lj
c d e f K>f d b ^ f d

-ey- 31

*=£ i§
r

j
' jj. m

By which it is evident, that the Tenor-notes must he played one fifth higher than

the Bafs -notes: the Counter-tenor notes, orte seventh higher than the Bafs-notes

:

and the Soorano -notes, one third lower than the Treble-notes

.

It is now proper to take notice, that the bafs - clef is also called the. F- clef, as

'. •
- F_

it indicates by its position where the note F lies: '(ffi~
the tenor, counter

- tenor , and soprano- clefs are called C- clefs, because they determine the place
Tenor*

,

fiounter- 1;: Sopranoi

of C: ±
U\ xen«

i F^ and the treble-clef is

Trehlt

called the G- clef, being placed' on the line where G is found '

tfJ) J ~~|T

dementiV Introd;



Figure , Length, and relative Value of KoteS;with their respective Rests

.

Notes

Rests

(Hi
J Semil

m m
(.=

mnibreve, minim, crotchet, Quaver, semiquaver, demi - semi _
- quaver.

i

* I

One Semi'brev6=

9 Minims

4 Crotchets

8 O

- is equal in length
:. of time to

n n
P P P P

Ewhich are equal to

Ewhich are equal to

$=m p

e p

Quavers

16 semi^
- quavers

39 demise^

-mi-quavers

A dot after a note, or rest, makes the note or rest half as long1 again. Ex

:which are equal to

£=2which are equal to

sk is 'equal

to a minim and a crotchet; or to three crotchets, and so on: r * *s equal to [• *"| and so

on: "by which it is evident, that the dot to a minim is equal to a crotchet ; and the dot to

a crotchet is equal to a quaver; <£:c: When a second dot is added to the first , the

second dot is considered as the hajf of the first; therefore a double-dotted Crotchet,

thus
'==
f

* * is equal to a crotchet, quaver, and semiquaver; or to seven semiquavers.

Let us farther illustrate this by the mark, called a tie, made thus ^~^ which.

when placed between two notes of the same pitch , binds the second to the first;

so that only the first is struck, but the finger must be held down the full length of

both. It is therefore indifferent whether we write thus

=ET is the same in effect as°v r r rft ?n^ ~~^

or m
Time *md its Divisions

.

^PP
The bar, made thus — divides a musical composition into equal por-

- tions of time. .-.'•
T r m e is divided into two sorts; commok and triple ; each ofwhich is either

simple or compound: and the character or sign, which denotes it, is placed at

the beginning of every composition, alter the clef.

Simple common time, when marked thus

that each bar contains one semibreve, or its equivalent.

Example
flfj C_J^j * * * -P

When marked thus

denotes
j

1
- the bar contains one minim, or its equivalent



Example —=>t|^=b£ pp^^jjPe^Mhe

I'* sort

2 sort

3 sort

4 sort

Four sorts of compound common time explained:

containing' 12 quavers in -a

or their equivalent

six. quavers in a bar, or
their equivalent.

. m)*£ "• i1 '[m -CTipijCZC
^
-^ Q y

[|^12 crotchets inato^c:

^~|" '-] '
>7

1 ^H^rTT'PN1
g crotchets in abar, &c

The two last sorts are very seldom used in' modern music

Simple triple time explained.

XZE 3Z

¥
three minims in a bar,

or their equivalent. "•

chets . in

three qua
a bar,&c

:

& F^FSEfe^i-
<hre— in

Compouvd triple time explained.

|Cfr|-n . n y o , ti-- n™e crotchets in

i=m=^=f=^=3F=- nme «L«avers in

[ [^—|
' It-—r- abar,&c:

Compound triple time is Seldom used in modern music.

N.B.The contents of every bar, in common time j whether simple, or compound,

may be divided, (by beating or counting) into four, or into two equal parts: and in

triple time; whether simple, or compound, into three equal parts.

The figures, which mark the time, have a reference to the semi breve; the lower

number, showing into how many parts the semi breve is divided; and the upper

number, how many of such parts are taken to fill up abar, for example f denotes,

that the semibreve is divided into tour parts , namely, four crotchets; and that two

of them are taken for each bar : likewise | indicates , that the s e m i b r eve is di ..

. vided into eight parts, namely, eight quavers,- and that three of them are adopted

to compleat abar.

The figure of 3
7

placed over three crotchets, quavers or semiquavers

JL.

thftS
=^£|=fffP

ir^F
M.

^-r (which are called triplets) denotes,

that the three crotchets must he per -

formed within the time of two common crotchets, or of one minim; the three qua.

vers within the time of two Common quavers, or of one crotchet; and the three se -

. miquavers within the time of two common semiquavers, or of one quaver.

N.Bf The easiest wav is to consider them all as three to one, and to beat or -ct:''.

^
.'

.

^- .'C.]em>jnti s tntr^M :



the time accordingly; that is, to he-it the first of every 3. (N.B. S c a r l a t t i,and

others have written three demisemhpravers to a Quaver; and three semiquavers to

a crotchet in some of their pieces .) Hie figure of 6 over quavers or semiquavers,
means that they are to be performed within the time of four of the same kind; which
is a similar case to the preceding one. The figures 5,7, 9, 10 &cs follow the same
rule.

. „-mmmmm^ m̂a_ m̂_LLL_

Sharps, and Flats, Kc.
The sharp ^ placed before a note, raises it a semitone or half-tone.

Let us now observe a scale of semitones, called the chromatic scale.

Ev: ^TnTTjj-?-^ 1-^"
tfJ~

'^=f^fM Tho intervals of the contiguous

^JJ ^ —> -^ notes are all semitones.

N.B. The long keys of the Pimo-Forte, or Harpsichord, are commonly called the
-vat ural key s,tho^ theyoccasionally serve for sharps and flats; and the short
keys, are called sharps and flats, being only used for sharp and flat notes.

Now if a sharp be placed before C, thus: 3? ,
~ the note is called

C s h a r p ; and it is found on the instrument ~&~ %±- between Ckatuui,
and D vatural; being one of the short keys: D sharp is the s ho r t key
between D, and E; but between E , and F, there is no s h o * t key ; nor is it want .

el: for the ivte rval between E and F, is but a semitone; and therefore when we
want E,sharp, we strike the key generally called Fvatural. F sharp will be
found between F n atural, and, G vatukal: G sharp between G and A vatu -

ral: A sharp between A and/ B vat uR al: and B Sharp is under the same pre.
dicament as E, sharp; we therefore strike C natural for it.

The flat It placed before a note, lowers it a semitone or half-tone: and if
the note is a B,to which the ^ai is prefixed, it is then called B flat; and it is

foun I between B vat URAL, and A * atu r a l, ];eing one of the short keys.

==: General r„le: every flat is found by going one semitone lower; that is,

toward the left-hand: and every s h a r r, contrariwise, by going one semitone
higher; that is, toward the right-hand.

The double sharp x raises the note two semitones; nnd therefore, if it

he F double shak p, we strike G natvraij&c:
The double flat

(7 or "#7 lowers the note two semitones; and therefore
we go as much to the l e f t .for a double flat, as we did to the right for a
double sharp.

The natural
\ takes away the effect of a s h a r p , or a flat; whether

single, or double. And 1$, or
ty<

RFaNSTATES the single sharp, or flat.

The Pupil must by this time have observed, that~g) j>ji^= is struck by the '



.
=^£l- =0-

>-Wmsame key as' ^^ S?ll§ antI
. 'ifr p •^=1)y "the same key as- ((f)

ft
j~ll- &c;

Now, the inconveniency of charging the memory with the various uses of the

same keys, is but small j when compared with the impracticablenefs of perform -

_ ing on an instrument, furnished with keys, perfectly corresponding with eve _

_ ry flat, and sharp, single or dotfble, which composition may require : a method

therefore, has been adopted in tuning , called Temperament, which,by a small

deviation from the truth of every interval, except the octave , renders the

instrument capable of satisfying the ear in evert key.

When a sharp is placed close to the clef thus £ it affects every F

throughout the piece; except where the sharp is contradicted by the natural.

N.B.The same rule holds /when there are two or more sharps at the clef* eve -

- ry one affecting its. corresponding note.

When a flat is placed by the clef ES§E it affects every ^ throughout

the piece ;, except where the flat is contradicted by the natural.

N.B.The same rule holds, when there are t vo or more flats at the clef; every

one affecting its corresponding note.

When a sharp, flat, or natural is prefixed to a note, in the course of a piece, it

.affects all the following notes of the same name, contained in the same bar: it

is then called an Accidental sharp, flat, or natural.

.»* V,:f=5=H^

which abbreviations, are a modern improvement.

The foregoing rule extends even to the first note of the subsequent bar, when

the affected note is the last of one bar, and first of the next.

Ex:

And the same with flats and naturals.

The order ofsharps .,„ Q fl |l
;$

at the clef. |i SS^E* descending by a 4 1

!

1 and
ascending by a 5^

The order of flats

at the clef.

Clementis Intro"!; . —

—

inii *^ tr

— ascending by a 4 t
.

h and
—

.
descending by a 5

1

!

1



Various other marks

The pause «

—

or:
v^

:firr renders the note longer atpl e asure; and in

certain cases, the composer expects some emb el li s h m e n ts from the perform.

, er; font the purse on a rest f- only lengthens, at pleasure, the silence.

The sign or repeat ^S^is a reference to apafsage,or strain, to which the

performer is to return: the Italian words, al segno or dal segno, denote

such a return.

The double foar || marks the end of a strain; or the conclusion of apiece.

The dotted bars -
:||? or t-*fp~~ denote the repeat of the foregoing,and

following strain. N.B.The second part of a piece, if very lo NG,is seldom re .

peated; notwithstanding the dots.

When the hars are marked thus
f||

—

or rfjeirr: then the strain, only on the side

of the dots is to foe repeated.

Ex:^ or

Abbreviations

,.^^^^^^^fj
3=t=£ thus

f̂r-t+*™ §̂EQgk

J=^^pjl^|gj
The itali a v word, Segue; means,

it continues, or follows:

segue
Tremando, or tremhlmff

:

Style, Graces, and marks of Expression, &c.

Thefoest general rule, is to keep down the keys of the instrument,the full lenc t"

of every note; for when the contrary is required, the notes are marked either thus?

j$ j
t { j\ called in It a! i an, staccato; denoting d is TiNCTNESs,and short.

. v e s s of sound,- which is produced foy lifting the finger,up, as soon as it has struck

^ which,when composers are exact in

:ato th

the key; or they are marked thus

their writing, means less staccato man the preceding mark; the finger, therefore,

is kept down somewhat longer: or thus -
/ff ~m f i t which means still less star.

c vto; the nice degrees of more and less, however, depend on the character,

a-d j> a ssio n of the piece; the style of which must he well observed hy

the performer. The notes marked thus zg-^^^f called l f. g ato in Italian,

CI' ii,' it i fcrtroil



must be played in "a smooth and close manner* which is done by keeping down

the first key, till the next is struck* hy which means, the strings vibrate sweet „

- ly into one another .

N.B.Mhenthe composer leaves the legato, andsTACCATo to the perform? r
?
s

taste; the best rule is, to adhere chiefly to the legato; reserving the staccato
to give si'irit occasionally to certain pais ages, and to set off the -higher beat

-TIES of the LEGATO. £#

k £ prefixed to a chord -rh~—

^

f—
— signifies, that the notes must beThis mar

played successively, from the. lowest; with more or lefs velot ity as the senti _

- ment may require ; keeping each note slows 'till the time of the chord he filled up

.

Chords marked thus M ^^^ are played as the preceding chords, with

the addition of a note v
\ p wh.e r e the oblique line is put, as if writ ^

- ten thus g^r .."but the additional note is not. to he kept down,

Dolce or dol: means sweet, with taste* now and then swell i wg i some" notes

Piano or Pia: or P,
x

soft.

Mezzo, or mez: or mezzo"piano, or poco P, or poc:P, rather soft.

Pianifsimo, or Pmo or PP, VERY SOFT.
,mo

Fortifsimo, or F . or FF, very loud.

Forte, or For: or F, loud.

Mezzo F, or nieZ:F, rather loud.

Forzando, or sforzando or fz or sf, to fo rc'e, or give emphasis to, one note.

Rinforzando, or rinf: to sv/e ll 2, 3, or 4 notes .

Crescendo, or cres*marked sometimes thus —=dlir means gradually louder.

Decrescendo, or-decres: gradually softer; the same as the following; viz:

Diminuendo, or dim*, thus "^21, — gradually softer. N.B . this last

marlc^____^> often denotes an e mp has i s , where it is wi d es t , and then dimi.

NISHING.

This mark "=--—~^J =̂='" means to sv ell and diminish.

Arpeggio, or Arfeggiato, requires that the notes of a chord shall he played

^ucceisivelv' which may he done in various ways.

J.

TTX
thus

PSffinSP-^NWH^
Ottava, All

1

87, 8
V
.* alta, set over a pafsage, means that the notes are to he played an octave

higher: and Loco,that the notes are to be played again as they are written.
V Icmentl »' Introd

;



The ApfosgiatiRA is a grace prefixed "to a note, uhwh is always played

l e g a t a, and with more oriels emphasis; being derived from tlie Italian

verb APPoGGUREjto lean upon; and it is written in a small note. Its length

is borrowed from the following large; note; and in general, it is half of its

du ration ; more or less, however, according to the expression of the pafsage

APPOGGTATURAS,and other GRACES in small notes explained.

ilaXettzlhus Q~P |[

,-< .

*

*f~-^ 4h«s- pnfip
^SSSggj;ffi^ X?

4hus-&iSd
with spirit as taste best directs in the pafsage.

Sorietimes ^^^M
^

Sometimes the little notes are a lied to give emphasis:

Sample -gj? J 7^^ f t ^
l^»-i_-

-played- thus

N.B. the finger or thumb must be taken off immediate>ly from the lower notes. ,

Ex: in double notes

TURNS, SHAKES, andB EATS, explained.

. The Turn

ju»t.eijndtiirnJil2J4tf^fr*
The plain J7 » or JVfrKiJ?

The dotted
note turne*1§ -thus-i^g

-Inverted turns

... i,(
;* *ntt •-<•



li

N.B.The lowest note of every sort of turn is mostly a semitone:

Ex:!* Ej£=p -4h«s- fjPPI
Ex 2?^ «&jjj^

Ex: in dou-—fizz*
-ble notes. :gEzp

XT

tluirs,, *»
yjp~

ark. it thm 1

. Short shake
"beginning hy the
note itself.

Ejfc£^Egrhi.yiMi urns ^ffi^lffi
1 r

= •4Hhs-
P—-#^m

Transient
or passing
shakes

Continued
shake

.

SJ-JffS' 6"
Ji-

Prepared , shake

The shake Legato with the preceding note, explained:

Jr . ~ ^ =^ - Irlp^§mmm îfi r r,u . rmmm
N.B. The general mark for the shake is this A* and composers trust chiefly

to the taste and judgment of the performer, whether it shall he long, short,transient,

or turned.
,

The BEAT #
g-lf

*
-&e-

The length of the beat is determined, like that of the other graces, hy the cir -

cumstances of the pafsage.

N.B. When the note preceding the beat is an interval of a second, let the heat a-

. dopt it, whether it he a semitone .or a whole tone:

Ex.. Si
a//

playo*l :

-t*M*S- fa}'^ m thus t ^m
B,ut when the beat, is on the first note of a pafsage • or^whenit follows a note,

whose interval is greater than a second, it should be made with a semitone
$

as the following examples will show. :

Clementi s Irtrol '
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Examples ^^^j^i^l^^^^
^ 'v/r

w f thus- SIP
Lastly, let us remark, that the beat is seldom used in modern music.

Major, and Minor Modes or Keys ;
vulgarly called Sharp and Flat Keys .

The fundamental note, called the to xiclor key- note, of a composition

is either in the major, or minor mode. An exposition of the- scale in each Nan£,
will best explain their efsential difference.

JJLUAscending' and

descending scale

in the key of

C

<i
-note-

^
Kf.Y:
note^ 1

ie Key or ^ 12 3 4 5 6^ 8. 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1.

N.B. The intervals in this scale are in their s imp l e state; but in the following,

they are an octave higher
y
and are called compound intervals- still retaining their

names of 2 d
. 3

d
. 4*. &c: as in their simple state. The fig'tre 1, stands for a note of

the same pitch,called u ni s on: this last remark is confined to the foregoing- example.

KeJ& 44: JS «^> 1- t)»-L - -^ Kev-
Ascending and (13; ,,Iiyc_ ^rzzg.

' \?v -

f r • —
descending scale *€?

~
I

"~

1

• xi
'

. .- -< 1 2 3 4

fori

in the ' ev of

A, m i v o r . I \y;
I I

'

j

-

6 8. 7

f~r r r "r t
5 4
* ?:

The first di f fere nce, tvhich strikes the eye, is , that in the. m a jo r - key, the se ^

- mitone lies between the 3 d and 4\
h

, and between the 7*.
h and S\ both ascending, and

descending : whereas in the m i n; o r - k e y, it lies between the 2 .and 3 d
. ,and between

the 7V
1 and 8\

h ascending; but in descending^ between the 2? and 3 . and between the

.^V
1 and 6'\h Authors vary, however, in regard to tll e 6 th and 7

th of the m inor mode.

The essential and im mu t a b l e difference, therefore, between the major
hi I mi vor key. is the interval of the 3. .which differs by asEMiTON e; for if we a^-7 7 r 7

. nalvse the 3. in the m a j o r- scale, it will be found to contain two vhole tones; or

fo-ir semitones: EW:Wm- 1 whole Iwhofc
ne-#

o r I sem-i^ 1 geffijJ=|w»i-„ 1 l ™ 1 -] l[^^^xfj^-ioneT j-time
frd

tone *>
"-

Whereas the 3
d in the MixoR-scale, will be found to contain one whole tone with a se

-

-mitone; or three semitones.

Example
H*=3

nEi
3

d

smote—s:
tone r-

-sem-i-
tone- °r

f
toneZllLzton^

-semkr
tone I

' ' e merit- \s In* re- i :



is

Now, the last, md if a chord, the lowest note of the bafs, in every- regular

composition, is the key -note; let the contents then of the first full bar be

examined, (treble and bafs ); where, if the 3? be major, the piece is said to be in

s-cH a key major. ( ;D\ -.-#1

Example of a conclusion;

m
£ m

the l as t and l owe s t

note of the bafs is F.

Example of the beginning

of the same piece:

the 3*1 of F, which is A in the

rifLL bar, is major:
therefore the piece is in F

dp MAJOR.

Example ot JT^^FlsUvt

A MINOR
ending.

jfell^
M - sinmng

piece is there -

^ fore in A minor

N-B. Sometimes a composition in the minor mode -may have a major ending;

for which reason, it is safer to examine the beginning, in order to determine the

MODE.

Let the Pupil remember, that the natural major-key is C; and the natural

minor-key is A; which latter is called the re lat ive minor to the former; and

..that
t

- every ma j or -key has its relative minor in the same proportion, nann !\ ,

one tone and semitone und e r; as will be shown in the collection of scales.

Explanation of Various Terirs.

The degree of velocity in every composition is ascertained by some

Italian word or words prefixed to it: as Adagio, Poco Allegro, &c.

We shall annex, a list of the terms mostly in use; beginning by the slowest

degree, which is Adagioj and gradually proceeding to the quickest, which

is Prestissimo.
;

1 Adagio

2 G r a v e

i Largo

1 Lento
.5 Larghetto

6 An d a n t i n

o

7 An da n t e

8 Allegretto

9 Mo D E R ATO

10 Tempo giusto

11 Maestoso
12 Con commodo

13 Allegro

14 Vivace

1.5 Con spirito

16' S P i r i to so

17 Con Brio

IS Con Fuoco

1 .9 Presto

20 Prestissimo

Various other terms are sometimes added to the preceding, in order to

modify or extend their meaning, as: Non Troppo Allegro, not too quick &c.

Clt; mi n\\ •. 1 ntro'i
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We shall subjoin some of the most common, with their explanation.

TnIolto, di molto, or Assai, very. Nov troppo, not too nuieh. Un poco,

a little. Quasi, almost. Piu,more. MENo,Iefs. P iu ros to, rather

.

S e mp re, always. Ma, but. Con, with. S E n z a,without. Minuet to a

tempo di b all, o , dancing -minuet time.

To determine more particularly the style of performing;, some of the fol ^

lowing; terms are also used: Mesto, or Flebile, in a melancholy style.

CANTA3iLE,in a singing; and graceful manner, A ff et t uo s o, in an af -.

fecting and tender manner. GRAZioso,in a graceful and elegant manner.

Co v moto, with a certain degree of vivacity. Eru,l ante, with brilliancy and

spirit. Aggitato, agitated;with pafsion and fire. Con espre s s 10 n e, or

con an i ma, with exprefsion.; that is ,with pafsionate feeling; where every note

has its peculiar force and energy; and where even the severity of time may be re _

laxed for extraordinary effects. Sc h erz aw do, in a playful an I light manner.

SosTENUTo,to sustain, or hold on, the notes their full length. TENUTo,or ab-

breviated tKis, t ^n: to hold a note its full length. A tempo, in strict time .

Ad libitum, at pleasure or discretion, with regard to time; introducing in certain

cases an embellishment. Tempo p r i mo , or Pr i m o tempo, in the original

time. Ralientando or Retard a n do, gradually slackening the time.

S m orz a vdo,Mo rendo o r P f. r d e n d o s i , extinguishing gradually the sound,

'till it be almost lost. Calando, or manca ndo, diminishing by degrees the

sound, or slackening almost imperceptibly the time; or both. TK Capo, abbreviated

thus: D.C., to return to, and end with,the first strain. Volti subito or V. S

.

turn over quickly. The Latin word Bis, "means twice; it is generally placed

over a pafsage within a curve line, which denotes the extent of the repeat.

F 1 N G E R-I N G..

To produce the best effect, by the easiest means, is the great basis t>i

the art of -fingering. The effect, being of the highest importance, is first

consulted- tele way to accomplish it is then devised; and that mode of fin

-

-gering is preferred which gives the best effect, tho 1 not always the ea _

_ siest to the performer. But the combinations of notes being almost infinite,

the art of fingering will best be taught by examples.

PRELIMI N A R Y Dill E CTIONS.
The hand and arm should be held in an horizontal position; neither deprei's -

. ing nor raising the wrist: the seat should therefore be adjusted accordingly. The

fingers and thumb should be placed over the keys, always ^eady to strike; bending
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the fingers in, more or lefs in proportion to their length. All unnecessary motion

must he avoided. -
1,

Let the pupil now begin to practise, slowly at first, the following pafsagejob^

i serving to keep down the first key 'till the second has been struck, and so on.

The + is for the thumb, and 1,2,3, 4, for the succeeding fingers.

Right
Hand

Left
Hand

and so on, a great many times.

N.B. Let every note be played even, in

regard to time; and with equal strength.

Scales in all the M a j o r keys , with their relative Mikors; which ought

to be practised daily.

Right Hand l*£l±+l%i$l%+21+ .

i2 l+21+ Left Hand ^,^2l+£1^ g+lg t+lg+lg..

C, major. ^



N.B. The E$ means that the double sharp is taken away, and that the note is to

be played with a single sharp. The single flat is reinstated in a similar manner after

the double flat, as we have before remarked.

D», mia ^W@£+3^1 _±^Va + 2 3

^^^^
AP, maj

ai . g

!l^eg
^4^1-K32l ^i-fti -t-

SEEfiap

Clcmcntis Introd:



N.B."*"A11 the preceding; Scales shouldbe extended, in practising;, 2 or 3 octaves more, as likewise

rigbt hand: jj)

}

_fj,ggJSBsffi^ ^oVA'"^

thevScale of semi^ *
-tones for the ^3j

and for the

left hand.

N.B. The semitones are to be fingered in the same way, ascending; and descending;.

General Remarks on the foregoing Scales.

The right hand has the thumb On the key-note or tonic, and on the 4 t
.
h of the

key-note, in the following; major and minor keys: C, G, D, A, E, and B.

In all major keys with one or more flats, the thumb is put on C, and F.

The left band has the thumb on the key- note, and on the 5 t
.
h of the key, in the

following; major and minor keys: F, C,G, D, A, and E.

In the major keys of fit?, El?, A|?, and d|?, the thumb is put on the 3? and 7^ ofthe key.

FLH<

4 Extensions and Contractions Kc.

i'

L.H? R.H^

N.B. The 4+ means that after striking; C with the 4V1 finger, the thumb is_shifted on the key
without striking; it In a similar manner the l^ft -hand thus* HffiE^'^'lylE

Which mode of lingering; should he much practised in various *ways, the legato-
styie requiring; -it very frequently.



lis. shakes should l>< 1 practised with every finger, not excluding

the thumb; and upon the short as well as long- keys.

^2211+ But Miien thenotes re. Qfm 12lS1 * - -
g * + * 2 1 + 3

iff -peat too qtrick for•
thr

Tft-fcpOf same tinger.it is then ^jj *a
r^ necefsarv to change. ^

Examples of fingering

for the right hand.
:cefsary to chang

iir a1 * yJ^; rn. If
,3gl+

^a-n "I II r r-i-r~fi»£g-*-» f •m**^

„ 212 32l232l2 L32l2-^ g-»-
2+24g +242 4- gbftf+gfgjg*

^Wffr f rr rr
llECcm^fe^||3^^2 4-1+1 31+ 1 3I+1|31+1 i»

132 ,, o 24-2 4-21
>4-24-2lf±. '

T—

#fw53#i^=iflff,^4

' ,

lntro'1



.I.-J.

4/ *

aaBJJkt* ,.^-^ -*

Ac; downward 9 or 10 tars longer, keeping- down the thumb
and every finger as long as/pofsible* being one of the best ex - -

bis^^^ - ercises for opening the hand.

But when
wanted
legato, thus

gi&Iffaai^.flSffff fef £ When
Staccato,
thus:

.,2 22 2

1 . »
•

333*3

fMB#JI£^^ ,c^r^.

-14-1+1- - +

•i 2-32 3.^2 4.9 g „ tgg.3

$ 1 1 1

1

]u ip^^^H¥y=^^

Most of the pafsages fingered for the right h^iid,in;iy. by the ingenuity and industry
of the pupil, become models for the left-

Clomonti' Introd:



nr-k T° preserve the unUs 1 of key** some of tht> difficult are intermixed, with the
J\J easy Lei'sons: but the 1'upil -nuist .practise the easiest first. Viz: .N I']. 2.3.7. S/> 1'Z.l.? lris.1.9

^. „ _ • + i a 1

1

»•# ^#-*-« T a i + + i J
2 L2 i + + i 2 *

Prelude \Wvfr^ j

in C. major^^ «± -r+
=P= I

Moderate
•*>2 llll

IiESS<

Away with '*> P + +
melancholy: , . ,

"^

by
Mozart.

^ ,

J
,

|^^ ^^ 42

^F:=*

2=^*
42 7 i 2

!^L_Ll_

I

S£ *r=3R
I

# » » , c
2 1 12 f
»__»

1^

I
+-Sr- -a- i

+&<?r.
A ->- ^ ^4^

H=
3 T£C Q Q 1

L< ESSON II

Aria. "^

3^44 J

^XiirriTTi
2 2 11 + i 2 4 4

^^##J^B# -g_ff i
»

p3SE3S
<2 1 2 4+ 4, + 4. 7- <*< -ft- 4 <*•-

m » »
2 2 3 1S + -f

fc£

.3 4 .3
* , 11 +12 _+W^

2

M
X * i 2 .A

i ^

2 <* 2 1 * j. i 2 l ^-^n 2 !
-+~*»-r£

8 -
s i i Jl

3 £

-t—t-

ITT + + 1-2^±r
> -< ! 2 1 + 2 1 , 1 3 *Jm- JL A. A.

H'

*

v

—

I * r
'

I II I
,
_AN DEL.

I 112 3*3 c.
21

^ffg g 2i + a 3 a il + i2 i *%*"&!+.

£

m m i — l ai"—F tt i—zr-—#~F- 1> i
• m • it-^^ g^#^S

N.T?. The shakes at the
end of the l.

1 and 2'.' part

' 212 1 21+1
fiQ

-< 3 3 3 2 1-J1 +^^frff^̂ yq-^
4- JL1
33

^. J 4 4 -Q-

1
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